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• On November 6, 2019, the Minister of Energy, Northern Development and 
Mines issued a directive to the IESO to retain a third party to undertake a 
targeted review of existing generation contracts for viable cost-lowering 
opportunities

• The directive placed a particular focus on larger gas, wind and solar 
contracts expiring in the next 10 years 

• The IESO retained Charles River Associates to conduct the review

• The third-party’s report along with IESO’s assessment of the findings was 
provided to the Ministry in February of 2020

• The third-party report and other supporting information are available on 
IESO’s website

Background
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• Provide context and related information from IESO’s 
summary report

• Provide an overview on the approach and findings of 
the third-party report, prepared by Charles River 
Associates (CRA) 

• Answer any technical questions that contract holders 
may have for CRA or the IESO

Purpose of this Webinar
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System Costs Overview
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• Estimated 2020 cost breakdown of the Ontario electricity system (in 2020$)
• Scope of Directive - $7B
• Focus of Directive (contracts expiring in next 10 years) - $1B



Contracts Overview
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• Over time, the number of contracts and contracted capacity has grown
– Majority of capacity is represented by larger projects (>150 MW)
– Majority of contracts are represented by smaller scale projects (<5 MW)

– This does not include the ~30,000 microFIT (<10KW) contracts
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Contracts Expiring In the Future
• 10,400 MW of capacity from currently contracted resources will expire over the next 

ten years;
• 6,900 MW is thermal generation (predominantly gas); and
• The remaining 3,500 MWs is hydroelectric, wind, bioenergy and demand response 

resources.



• The IESO continuously looks for potential savings from contracts and 
has conducted various analyses in the past

– Blend and Extend is often sited and has been extensively analyzed, but 
the value is often a trade between short term gains and long term 
additional costs

– Various financial arbitrage opportunities have been explored in  the past, 
but they have benefits and risks that often offset each other

– Various specific opportunities have been explored and capitalized on 
where savings were possible

Prior IESO Analysis
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Previously Explored 
Opportunities by IESO

Contract Terminations

Blend and Extend

Financial Arbitrage

Other Opportunities 
(RECs, Capacity Exports, facility 

specific)



Contract Counterparty Engagement
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• The IESO reached out to 

contract counterparties for their
input on cost saving 
opportunities

• 25 submissions were received 

• Blend and extend was noted 
most frequently



• The report was completed prior to the onset of COVID-
19 pandemic in March

• Assumptions, market volatility and uncertainties caused 
by COVID-19 are not reflected in the report 

• At this point the IESO does not have a mandate to 
pursue any specific mechanism noted in the third-party 
report

Current Status and COVID-19 Impacts
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Presentation by Charles River Associates

Robert Cary
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• Systematic review process

• Scope of primary opportunities

• Base case modeling assumptions

• Overview of primary opportunities

• Sensitivity analysis

• Results

• Risks & uncertainties



Systematic Review (report figure 3)
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Scope of Primary Opportunities (report table 3)
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Base case modeling assumptions (report table 4)
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Overview of buyout (report figure 8 shows pro-forma wind contract buyout)
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• Key elements of the transaction
– IESO pays Supplier an agreed lump sum to terminate the contract
– Supplier then earns market revenues only, and bears all the market risk (upside and downside)
– IESO amortizes the lump sum amount @ 3% interest over the bought-out term
– Wind and solar generators only



Overview of buydown (report figure 9 shows pro-forma wind contract buydown)
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• Key elements of the transaction
– IESO pays Supplier an agreed lump sum to reduce contract price
– Supplier receives reduced contract price (no new market risk) for remaining term
– IESO amortizes the lump sum amount @ 3% interest over the remaining contract term
– All wind and solar generators and some higher priced gas generators



Overview of blend & extend (report figure 10 shows wind contract blend & extend)   
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• Key elements of the transaction
– IESO and Supplier agree a contract price for an extension period, and then agree to blend the 

current end extension period prices to give equal total value at a certain discount rate
– Supplier’s market risk (upside and downside) is reduced for the extension period
– Cost reductions for the existing term and expected increases for the extension period
– All wind and solar generators & higher priced gas generators, excluding with term past 2035

Contract Start Year: 2011
Contract Expiry Year: 2031
Extension Term: 2041



Implementation & sensitivity analysis (report sections 6 & 8)   
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• Implementation Issues
– We identify some of the possible program frameworks that the IESO could adopt, and some of 

the key issues that would have to be resolved in any program implementation.
– In order to model outcomes, we needed to adopt a hypothetical program

• modeling assumes that a standard pricing discount rate is applied to individual contract parameters in order 
to determine a lump sum price offer likely to be accepted by a proportion of Suppliers. 

• Reduced IESO pricing discount rate increases program offer price (for buyout or buydown), increases 
expected take-up, increases IESO funding requirement, and reduces net savings per MW taken up.

• Incremental gross savings come at reducing net benefit.
– Take-up rates

• Assessment of take up rates is a challenge, and is therefore a primary sensitivity test to define the range of 
likely outcomes.

• Take-up MW and total net savings proportionately (before program costs).

• Other sensitivity cases
• IESO debt funding cost (buyout & buydown only)

• Changes in market costs (buyout and blend & extend only)
• To reflect forecast changes evident before any program implementation.
• To reflect variations that arise in the relevant term but after program implementation.

• Capacity value treatment in buyout or blend & extend
• Relates to Suppliers’ perception of market (as opposed to planning) capacity value.

• Extended IESO debt amortization (buyout & buydown only)



Overview of results (report figure 1)
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Values presented in the table above represent potential savings before recognition of program or transaction costs.



Results Graphic (report figure 2)
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Blend & Extend opportunities do not have initial funding requirements, and are 
centered on zero NPV of benefits, so do not lend themselves to this representation.



Risk and uncertainty (report sections 10.1 & 10.2)
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• Reliability
– CRA’s analysis excludes the possibility of gas-fired plant buyout due to the potential reliability risk.
– CRA has not identified reliability risk associated other opportunities analysed.
– Reliability risk would need to be subject to full technical assessment within any implementation process. 

• System planning considerations
– Blend & extend increases the IESO’s contractual commitments in the period 2029 to 2045.
– This reduces IESO flexibility to respond to reduction of expected system requirements.  

• Financial considerations
– Buyout increases Supplier market price risk and regulatory risk, limiting expected take-up.
– Buydown represents no transfer of market or regulatory risk.
– Blend & extend represents a major mitigation of Suppliers’ market and regulatory risk for the extension period.

• Major uncertainties
– Supplier perception of any program and of the economics required to stimulate take-up may vary from the 

assumptions of the analysis.
– The large solar and gas fleets are very granular, with 15 and 13 members respectively, and with diversity of 

facility size.  Results can vary widely from the statistical averages calculated in the analysis. 

• COVID-19
– CRA’s analysis was completed in December 2019 and January 2020, based on 2019 planning data.
– The report was completed in February 2020 and thus pre-dates the economic impacts of COVID-19. 
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QUESTIONS

?
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